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SIX 4000-POUNDERS A MINUTE ON ESSEN

KRUPPS WORKS hit again

Last night Bomber Command, dropped '9OO tons of bombs on Essen

and again hit the great Knapps' armament' works. At one stage in the

attack six 4OOO-pounders were coming down every minute.

V/ithin half an hour a' huge pall of smoke had rolled over the

city: many fires were burning fiercely underneath. "It was as if

the whole place was on fire", one pilot said* "As we came in to bomb

we could see the fierce glow of the fires, and more bombs were, going
off in the target area. Then just' after we had dropped our "own bombs

there was a really big* explosion. It was just as if somebody had

thrown gallons of petrol on to the fires: a sudden burst of reddish

orange flame shot up to about a thousand feet,"

,

Several other crews talked of this explosion and some said they could

see' debris being thrown up into the air. There was a second big

explosion‘s but this occurred much later. It'was seen as bur crews were

crossing the Dutch coast - one hundred and thirty miles from Essen -

and they saw the,’ glow of the fire suddenly deepen and increase. "Some-

thing really big must have'gone up", a pilot said,
...

Photographs taken, during the attack definitely show that the

vast Krupps works were hit again. They were badly damaged -during: the

two attacks last month, but there are' eight hundred, acres of them and

the Carmans had ma.de an obvious effort to save th rest. There were

more guns, more searchlights, more night fighters defending- the city

last night than ever before, ■

A pilot who,had taken part in 28 sorties over Germany said he

had "never seen a more spectacular defence#. ’Happy Valley* was just

beside itself with rage," - "■ *■'

Another pilot, Captain of a Lancaster, said, "as we came in to

make our attack a fighter flew in towards us, V/e managed to evade it

and then we saw four’other fi liters in the glare, of the searchlights

we slipped through the lights all right but five bombers which Y/ere

following us were not so lucky. They were all caught and we saw then

twisting and turning like moths in a beam. The target area when we mad©

our bombing run wss covered with glittering white lights from the

incendiaries,"
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The bonib aimer cf a-Halifax said that he had never seen so many searchlights
before, "It was quite fascinating; to watch them", he said, ’'They were

working in cones of about 30 each. As soon as a cluster spotted an aircraft

it would hold on to it to the limit of its beam and then another cone would

take it: on. It was as if the aircraft was being tossed from one to the

other, be were caught ourselves and held for several minutes. Our pilot
dived for nearly 10,000 feet to get away, and all the time we 'were falling
the guns -were blazing ,away at us. Every time a shell burst near us we

could feel our aircraft being tossed about in the sky. Bits of metal

rattled on the fuselage. Before we escaped we.got about 20 holes in the

wing's and tailplane, but none of them proved to be serious, Iy the time we

managed to break away we were all feeling a little breathless".

The pilot of a. Lancaster caught in a cone of searchlights soon after he

had bombed, dived 11,000 feet tc enable his gunners to shoot up some of the

lights, . As he dived the beams of the Searchlights flickered on -and off the

bomber, but when the gunners- had finished at least 'eight of them had flickered

out for good, ;

The difficulties of a successful bombing attack on Essen are partly
natural and partly artificial, ■ The Ruhr is a low-lying valley and covered

•with a complicated network of* artificial landmarks - power stations, canals,
railway tracks, slag heaps and so forth. It is frequently shrouded in

natural fog. There was a slight ground haze last night but tha skT. above

the city was clear. It has always, been the most heavily defended area in

Germany with the possible exception of Berlin, It has a concentration of

anti-aircraft guns and searchlights disposed over many miles in depth around

it. and Essen is almost exactly the geographical centre of this^area. All

attacking aircraft had to fly for the maximum .period through-this super-

defended- zone. Last night the defences seemed even heavier than ever before,

but, as one squadron commander said, the crews-were determined to fight their

way through to Krupps,

The main Essen works of Friedrich Krupps is still the largest- individual

armament and engineering plant in the Reich, but it new has a-much more'-
diversified character than in the last war. At that time the works were

almost exclusively devoted to the production of armaments* Now a part of the

works has been switched over to the..production of lorries, heavy road transport

vehicles, Diesel engines and locomotives.

The switch wer from exclusive armament production to the production of

Diesel engines and locomotives, far .from reducing the importance of Krupps as

target -from comber Command has greatly increased it. Locomotives today are

one of the weakest • links in the whole german productive system. Any damage

to Krupps must affect the German war effort.
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